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ABSTRACT

140Electroexcitation of Ce was studied using 92 MeV

electrons at scattering angles of 90° and 105° , and 80 MeV

electrons at 90°. An analysis was made using DWBA calcula-

tions and the hydrodynamic model. Among the Giant Resonances

found were the GDR at E =15.3 MeV (T = 4.4 MeV), exhausting
A

122% of the EWSR in the mixed model of Myers, Swiatecki

et al.; the isoscalar GQR at E =12 MeV (r = 2.8 MeV,
A

50% EWSR); the isovector GQR at E =25 MeV (T = 6.5 MeV,

41% EWSR in the mixed model) ; the lhco and 3noo isoscalar
o o

GOR's at E =6.0 MeV (T = 1.7 MeV, 19% EWSR) and at
A

E = 22.0 MeV (T = 4.8 MeV, 19% EWSR); and the 3hw isovector
X iii Q

GOR at E = 37.5 MeV (T = 8.5 MeV, 75% EWSR). The results
A

agree with previous experiments in cerium and other nuclei

and, generally, with the calculations of Bohr and Mottelson,

Hamamoto, and Liu and Brown. The AT assignments were based

on microscopic and macroscopic considerations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It was not until about 1970 that inelastic electron

scattering was successful in locating and determining giant

multipole resonances in medium and heavy nuclei. Pitthan

and Walcher (PitW 71) (Pit 73) experimented with 50 and

<re m tt n • 140^ 139 T , 141„65 MeV electrons, using Ce, La, and Pr as targets.

140
They found in Ce low lying states (0 to 3 MeV) and three

giant resonances at 8.7, 12.0, and 15.3 MeV, which were

identified as Ml, E2 (AT = 0) and El transitions respectively

Besides these, resonances appeared at 10 and 25 MeV, the

latter one thought to be the isovector E2 giant resonance.

140To investigate further the spherical nucleus, Ce

,

which has a closed neutron shell (N = 82) , it was decided

to extend the previous work using higher beam energies (80

and 90 MeV), higher momentum transfer (up to 0.75 fm ) , an

extended range of excitation energy (up to 48 MeV) , and

scattering angles no greater than 105°, thus deemphasizing

140
transverse transitions. Ce was chosen because the

resonances of the continuum have been found to be relatively

narrow, thus allowing separation of overlapping states by

a line shape fit. Special emphasis was put on the inves-

tigation of the giant dipole resonance at 15.3 MeV because

of contradicting reports on the existence of a monopole

resonance in the same energy region, and on other isovector

resonances which have been investigated mainly with (e,e').
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The NPS 120 MeV linear accelerator which was used for

the experiments has been described by Pitthan, et al. (PitB

77) . The target for all experiments was natural cerium

obtained from the Ventron Corporation. The metal was rolled

2
to a self-supporting foil of thickness 126 mg/cm , which was

quickly put under high vacuum in the target chamber to avoid

oxidation.

Three spectra were collected. One at an incident beam

energy of 79.6 MeV and a scattering angle of 90°, measuring

the inelastic spectrum from 77 to 27 MeV, one at 92.1 MeV

and 90 °, measuring the inelastic spectrum from 88 to 40

MeV, and one at 92.8 MeV and 105°, measuring the inelastic

spectrum from 88 to 40 MeV. The last spectrum was measured

twice and added, since with higher momentum transfer the

cross section becomes smaller. This causes a long duration

of the experiment to accumulate enough counts for good

statistical accuracy (approximately two weeks of beam time)

,

during which any breakdown of the accelerator would impede

the reliability of the measurements, especially above 25

MeV excitation energy.

The variation of elastic momentum transfer, q, in this

work (from 0.57 to 0.75 fm~ ) was thought to be sufficient

to investigate most of the resonances, because together with

the original data from Pitthan (0.37 to 0.47 fm~ ), this

11



momentum transfer range was thought to be sufficient to

identify existing resonances. It was later discovered that

an experiment at even higher q might have been useful to

identify resonances at higher excitation energies. However,

time did not permit such an experiment.

Forward angles were chosen for the experiments to

emphasize longitudinal electric transitions.

A list of experimental parameters is given in Table II.

12



III. THEORY

A. ELECTRON SCATTERING

The angular distribution of scattered electrons is

affected by size and shape of the nuclear charge distribu-

tion. The finite size of the nuclear charge density gives

rise to deviations from the Mott cross section, and the

nuclear charge distribution can be studied by measuring

these deviations. By scattering electrons elastically,

the ground-state charge distribution may be investigated.

In the plain wave Born approximation (PWBA) the nuclear

cross section, neglecting recoil, becomes

Mott

where

da = Z
2
e
4 cos

2

d" Mott 4E
±

2
sin 4

|

E. is the incident electron energy,

t

-iq«r
F
el (q) = /p(r) e

X4
dr

is called the form factor, and

13



2 2 1/2
q = (k

1
+ k

2

z
- 2^^003 6 )

±/ *

is the momentum transfer, where k, and k- are the incident

and scattered electron momentum respectively, and is the

scattering angle. For incident and scattered electron

energies that are much greater than the electron rest mass,

2
m c = .5109 MeV, the momentum transfer simplifies to

2 av. i 2
q z 4k

1
k
2

sin -y

Since the Mott cross section describes scattering of rela-

tivistic electrons from a point charge, the information

concerning the charge distribution is contained within the

form factor, F(q).

Investigation through inelastic scattering may reveal

multipolarities of the various inelastic transitions excited

by the electron. A collective excitation involving transi-

tions over the same number of main shells of a nucleus, but

various subshells, is called a giant resonance and can be

studied with inelastically scattered electrons.

In PWBA the differential cross section for nuclear

excitations by inelastic electron scattering is

PWBA A eX X mX

which is the sum over the cross sections for electric and

magnetic multipole transitions (The 72) . PWBA is inadequate,

14



however, for heavy nuclei, since it does not take into

account the distortion of the incoming and outgoing elec-

tron waves by the Coulomb potential of the nucleus. A

better approximation than PWBA is DWBA (distorted wave

Born approximation) . In this method one solves the Dirac

equation for the relativistic electron, taking into account

the effect of the nuclear charge distribution on the elec-

tron wave functions, and uses these distorted waves to

calculate the interaction cross section.

For low q elastic scattering only one parameter, namely

the rms radius, can be extracted to give an indication of

the charge distribution in the ground state. The rms radius

is related to the second radial moment of the charge dis-

tribution. As q is increased, higher moments may be

extracted. For inelastic scattering producing multipole

excitations the A radial moment of the charge density

defines the reduced transition probability, B(EA):

A 2
2

B(EA) = (2A+1) |/r p tr
(r) r dr

|

The transition radius, R,_ , is related to both the A
tr

and A+2 radial moment:

2
/r

A"^p
tr

(r)r^dr

Rtr "
/r

A
p tr

(r)r
2
dr

Extraction of the moments can be done model independently

only in PWBA. In heavier nuclei DWBA has to be used and

15



results are no longer model- independent, thus making the

decomposition of the form factor into moments no longer

useful.

DWBA calculations take into account the effects of finite

excitation energy and include both transverse electric and

longitudinal electric contributions. However in the

hydrodynamic (Tassie) model, for example, the transverse

contributions are due only to contributions from the con-

vection current (continuity equation) and are small when the

scattering angle is smaller than 150°. Five conditions are

assumed in DWBA analysis: (1) The transition is that of

an electric multipole; (2) the ground state is spherically

symmetric; (3) the nuclear recoil energy is negligible

compared to the excitation energy; (4) the interaction

involved is free of polarization or dispersion effects;

(5) the excited-state charge distribution is not signifi-

cantly distorted from that of the ground state (ZieP 68)

.

B. NUCLEAR MODELS

1. Microscopic Model

Assuming that the individual nucleons move inde-

pendently, nuclei can be described by a shell model, simi-

lar to atoms. An interaction of an electron with a nucleus

can cause a nucleon to leave its shell, going into a higher

one and leaving a hole behind. If the incoming electron

has sufficient energy, the nucleon may be totally removed

from the nucleus. Individual single particle states caused

16



by these transitions are weak and cannot generally be seen

above particle threshold, since the final states are broadened

because they are particle unstable. Collective states,

however, involving many single particle transitions, may

be strong enough to rise sufficiently above the background

to be seen. Of these collective states the giant dipole

resonance (GDR) , El, is the most thoroughly investigated.

It represents a transition over one main shell (ltla) ) in

the shell model. This resonance is predominantly excited

by photons, where the cross section can be measured very

accurately (Ber 76) . A measurement of the giant resonance

140
region in Ce is shown in Figure 4.

Assuming the excited nucleon makes an E2 transition

(giant quadrupole resonance) , the energy of the resulting

resonance in the shell model should be Zhoo . Since more
o

than one nucleon can be excited at the same time, parts

of the shell are empty and a distorted potential is pro-

duced. Bohr and Mottelson (BohM 75) found that this lowers

the resonance energy by /2, which gives for the isoscalar

(AT = 0) GQR

E =/2-hoo =58 A 1/3 MeV
x o

where A is the atomic number. For the isovector (AT = 1)

GQR they found

E = 130 A~
1/3 MeV .

17



For the giant octupole resonance (GOR) , E3, Iftco

and 3"hco transitions are allowed in the shell model.o

Octupole resonances found at lower excitation energies are

generally considered to be of isoscalar nature, whereas

those found at higher energies can be expected to be iso-

vector transitions. This can be explained by the particle-

hole interaction, which is attractive for isoscalar and

repulsive for isovector states. Hamamoto, in a schematic

random phase approximation (RPA) calculation on the basis of

Bohr and Mottelson's model, predicts isoscalar E3 resonances

at 25 A~
1^ 3MeV (rhoo ) and 106 A

_1^ 3MeV (3tiu> ). The corres-
o o

-1/3 -1/3
ponding isovector states are at 53 A ' and 195 ' MeV.

In the meantime, more detailed calculations have been per-

formed by a variety of authors (BorK 75, KreS 74), the most

detailed being those of Liu and Brown (LiuB 76) , who have

1

6

calculated giant resonances in the spherical nuclei O,

Ca, Zr, and Pb using large configuration spaces in

the random phase approximation based on the Hartree-Fock

ground states of a newly developed Skyrme interaction.

They found reasonable agreement with many experiments. This

work will compare the experimental results with the calcu-

lations of Liu and Brown, using an interpolation of their

results for
90

Zr and
208

Pb (Table I).

2. Macroscopic Models

Over the years considerable effort has been under-

taken to describe the GDR using a macroscopic model. In

18



1948 Goldhaber and Teller (GolT 48) proposed three alterna-

tive models

:

a) The force which displaces a proton from its

average position in the nucleus is proportional to the

displacement. The force does not differ for different

nuclei and different protons in the nucleus, thus placing

the GDR at the same excitation energy for every nucleus, a

result which is obviously wrong.

b) The neutrons and protons form two separate

fluids, staying within a common surface. When the nucleus

is excited, these fluids interpenetrate each other. The

excitation energy of the GDR depends on the square root of

-1/3
the restoring force and is thus proportional to A '

. This

model had been proposed previously by Migdal (Mig 44) , who

gives the expression E = 23.7 A
-

' /3Z/A for the average

energy of the dipole mode, with 3 the coefficient of the

2
symmetry term $(N-Z) /A in the semiempirical Bethe-Weizsacker

mass formula. In 1950 Steinwedel and Jensen refined this

-1/3 . .

model (SteJ 50) and found Ev = 80 A ' MeV. The transition

charge density from this model is

P tr
SJ

(r) = Csj j 1
(qr/c)p (r) .

c) Neutrons and protons again form separate fluids

This time, however, each fluid has a rigid surface and the

resonance results from the harmonic oscillations of the two

19



density distributions with respect to each other. The

restoring force is proportional to the surface area and

the excitation energy is proportional to A ' 6
. The ground

state charge density, P (r) , can be assumed to be rigidly

displaced resulting in a total charge density of

PQ
(r) - p(r) - | 3 • Vp

o
(r) ,

where d is the displacement vector between the centers of

the proton and neutron distributions. The transition

charge density becomes

GT, x „ A-l dp
o
(r)

p. (r) = C_m r
tr x

' GT dr '

where A is the multipolarity . This equation is equal to

the Tassie hydrodynamic model of nuclear shape oscillations

(Tas 56)

.

In 1977 Myers, et al. (MyeS 77) discussed two new

features for the GDR. They calculated the restoring forces

in terms of the droplet model (MyeS 69) (MyeS 73) (Mye 74) and

found the GDR motion to be a superposition of the flow of

the Goldhaber-Teller (GT) and Steinwedel-Jensen (SJ) models

with the relative magnitudes of the two models determined

by the coupling between them and the associated forces and

inertias. Their results show that the GDR is essentially

a GT mode for light nuclei with an increasing admixture of

20



the SJ mode for heavier nuclei. The dependence of the

excitation energy on the atomic number was found to be

intermediate between that of the GT and SJ modes , namely

To calculate the elastic and inelastic cross

sections for all resonances in this work, a Fermi charge

distribution of

p (r) = N (l + exp
t^ 4 ; 4 g I'

1

was assumed for the ground state, where N is the norma-

lization charge density, c is the half density radius, t

is the skin thickness and r is the radial coordinate. The

skin thickness is measured as the distance between the

points where the charge density is 90% and 10% of the values

at the origin.

The values c = 5.78 and t = 2.31 fm were used for

natural cerium (Tho 69) . Ziegler and Petersen (ZieP 68)

parameterized the transition probability using c and t by

taking the transition charge density to be the derivative

of a fictitious charge distribution described by c. and

t . In the hydrodynamic (Tassie) model c = c and t = t. .

These parameters were used for the calculation of the in-

elastic cross sections throughout this work, except where

noted. The program used for the inelastic cross sections

is that of Tuan et al. (TuaW 68) . The elastic cross sections

21



were calculated with the phase shift program of Fischer

and Rawitscher (FisR 64)

.

C. SUM RULES

Sum rules provide a means for predicting the total

expected strength of excitations. If the theoretical

transition probability for an electron induced transition

is summed over all final nuclear states of any possible

angular momentum and isospin, the final states may be

removed using closure, and the result depends only on the

ground state properties (WarW 69) . One should keep in

mind, however, that sum rules are only a rough upper limit,

and that they especially may be exceeded for isovector

excitations (BohM 75) . For this work the following formulas

were used (PitB 74)

:

B(-) Spu - ^"S 2

> »o=- 2
*" 1/3

S(EX,X>1) = Ex
B(EX) - ^(2X

;
i)V ^k"-»)

o

E
2X+1

e 8TTa X+l ^x B(EX)

^ [(2x+d::]
2 x

Chc)
2x (2A+1)

rh
2

nz
S(E1) = E

x
B(E1) = 8?M A

2 ti
2

. A2
S(E0) = E

x
|M

f
.| = ¥ A^R
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The El sum rule is the isovector sum rule, because no

isoscalar dipole excitation exists in first order (center

of mass motion) ; the other sums are divided into AT =

and AT = 1 parts by assigning Z/A and N/A fractions of the

total sum.

D. QUASI-ELASTIC SCATTERING

If the momentum transfer is high enough, electrons may

scatter elastically from individual nucleons within the

nucleus. This process is called quasi-elastic scattering.

If sufficient momentum is transferred from the incoming

electron to the nucleon, the latter may leave the nucleus

with some kinetic energy and the energy loss of the electron

may result in a measurable quasi-elastic peak.

The inelastic electron-nucleus cross section has been

calculated with the Fermi gas model in the quasi-elastic

region by Moniz (Mon 69) . In the Fermi gas model the elec-

tron scatters elastically from a single nucleon with the

recoiling nucleon assumed to leave the Fermi sphere. The

Pauli exclusion principle prohibits the nucleon from

scattering into an already occupied state. The final

nucleon energy is given by

kf
E,.^ = (k + M )

where k is nucleon momentum and M is the nucleon mass.

The initial nucleon energy is

23



k 2
. „„ 2, k

2
E
ki = 2M

+,U(k
) = 2M^

+ U(0) '

where M* is the effective mass,

M
M* =

1.4

2
(KawK 68), and U(k ) is the effective single-particle poten-

tial which shifts the electron energy loss, oj, to take into

account nuclear binding. Moniz treats this potential as

a constant, e, equivalent to the average nucleon interaction

energy.

The energy of the quasi-elastic peak will increase with

the momentum transfer, q, and approach the effective free

2
nucleon kinetic energy, q /2M* , at large values of q. Moniz,

et al. (MonS 71) calculated i and the nuclear Fermi momentum,

k„, for a number of elements, from which, through interpo-
r

lation, e = 4 2 MeV and k_ = 262 MeV/c were obtained for

cerium. To compute the cross section, an energy-conserving

delta function is involved (MonS 71) , namely

This leads to

oo 7 + S + |M 2M'

24



At the peak of the quasi-elastic distribution, k =

may be assumed, giving

co e +
p 2M*

The same restflt is given by Uberall (Ube 71) . For the

lowest momentum transfer in the experiments for this work

(0.45 fm ) , co = 46.2 MeV. Thus corrections for quasi-

elastic scattering need not be made for the spectra inves-

tigated in this work.

Ferlic and Waddell (FerW 74) did the same analysis for

197
their work on Au, but approximated the nucleon momentum

k by the Fermi momentum k„. Thus the nucleon momentum

became the dominant term in the calculation of co , besides
P

~e, which is wrong. They should have calculated co = 47 MeV

instead of 7 3 MeV for the lowest momentum transfer in their

work (0.44 fm""
1

) .

25



IV. ACQUISITION AND EVALUATION OF DATA

A. DATA COLLECTION

Cerium foils served as targets for 92 MeV electrons at

scattering angles of 90° and 105° and 79.4 MeV electrons

at 90°, as described previously. The targets were posi-

tioned to bisect the scattering angle giving a transmission

geometry which kept the path length of the scattered elec-

trons constant and at a minimum. The counting system of

the NPS linac consists of ten scintillation counters which

are linearly arranged in the focal plane of a 16 inch mag-

netic spectrometer. The arrangement allows the coverage

of a 3% momentum (energy) range at one spectrometer setting.

The spectrometer energy was decremented in 0.1 MeV

steps. The counts in the 10 counters were recorded on mag-

netic tape and transferred to the IBM 360/67 computer facility

of the NPS. Elastic and inelastic spectra were obtained

for all three experiments. The elastic cross sections were

determined using the phase-shift code of Fischer and

Rawitscher (FisR 64) . The inelastic spectra were measured

relative to the elastic cross sections and a least square

fit program (PitB 77) was used to evaluate them. Bremsstrah-

lung and Schwinger corrections were applied to the elastic

spectra.

26



B. FITTING PROCEDURE

A Breit-Wigner type line shape was chosen for all lines

in the inelastic spectra since it was found by Gordon and

Pitthan (GorP 77) to fit the nuclear strength function for

an El transition better than Gaussian or Lorentz line forms.

The line width for all resonances, which may consist of

many unresolved states, especially at energies below 10

MeV, was found to be greater than the line width of the

elastic peak. Gordon and Pitthan state further that there

are slight but important differences between the shape of

the strength function and the cross section. The latter

depends on primary energy and scattering angle, whereas

the first does not. Thus the resonance energies and widths

given later in this work are those of the strength function.

Evaluation of the data in the range between 4 and 8 MeV

was considerably complicated by the fact that the spectrometer

of the NPS linac causes instrumental scattering (ghost peak)

which is found at an excitation energy of approximately 8%

of the elastic peak energy and has a constant area of 1.5%

of the elastic peak area (HouM 77) . The same line shape as

that of the elastic peak was assumed for the ghost peak

and it was subsequently frozen, i.e., peak height ratio

and width were held constant. The ghost peak also does

not appear in the spectra shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.

An exceedingly important part of the analysis of an

inelastic spectrum is the evaluation of the background
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underlying it. It consists mainly of the so-called elastic

radiation tail, caused by photoemission before, during and

after the scattering event, by Miller scattering (electron-

electron scattering) and by energy straggling and ionization.

The radiation calculation of Ginsberg and Pratt (GinP 64)

was used for the calculation of radiation during scattering,

but with the phase shift calculation of the elastic form

factor replacing the original Born approximation form

factors. Other components adding to the total background

are the general room background and electrons scattered

from the target and subsequently from the spectrometer wall.

To describe the total background, not including the "ghost

peak", a function of the energy of the outgoing electron,

Ef , was chosen:

E -E ,

BGR(E
f

) = [P
1

+ P
2
(E

f
-E') + P

3
-RT]exp[P

4
(—g—) ] ,

where P, through P. are the background fitting parameters,

E 1 is the energy center of the fitted range, E is the
el

energy of the elastic peak, and RT is the radiation tail.

The above background was used in all spectra.

Four criteria were considered for placement of a resonance

in the inelastic spectrum: (1) Previous observation in

140
Ce by Pitthan in Darmstadt (Pit 73) and observation in

similar nuclei like
141

Pr,
142

Nd,
144

Sm, and
165

Ho
; (2) the

knowledge of resonances found in Ce by photonuclear
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experiments (LepB 76); (3) the observation of a peak above

the background in the raw spectra; (4) the necessity to

add a resonance to achieve a consistent overall fit. In

the case of heavy nuclei it is very difficult to see indi-

vidual resonances in the raw spectra, especially at high

excitation energies. Position and half width can almost

never be estimated accurately by an eye-ball fit since

several collective states may be overlying each other. To

be able to see the structure of the giant multipole resonances

the background must, therefore, be subtracted from the raw

data (Figures 1 and 2)

.

A first attempt to analyze the inelastic spectra was

made by inserting the lines seen previously by Pitthan

at 8.6, 10.0, 12.0, 15.3, and 25.0 MeV (Pit 73). For the

position and the width of the line at 15.3 MeV the (y ,n)

spectrum shown in Figure 4 (LepB 76) was also considered.

208
Other resonances which had been seen in Pb (PitB 74),
ire

Ho (MooB 76) and other nuclei were entered, which gave

rise to resonances at 38 and 22 MeV. Finally, lines at

6.0, 7.4, and 30.5 MeV were needed to obtain a reasonable

2
least squares fit (x < D

•

Once a line was fit, the excitation energy and half

width were held constant at the average value and only the

peak height of the resonance was allowed to change. In

this way a \ and a transition strength, B(EA), were obtained.

The transition strength is the ratio of the squares of the
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experimental form factor to the theoretical form factor

calculated with the DWBA program:

i
2

2

F(q )

B(EA) =
, f* ,

I^HJwBA

where

A. a ,,A i^ , in N elF (q >
~ = c^1

)exp VA ,
' a.. 'r el Mott

because the DWBA calculations are normalized to B = 1 e
2

fm
2

The B(EA) value was later used to determine the percentage

of the energy weighted sum rule (EWSR) exhausted by the

resonance found experimentally,

B(EA) • E
EWSR(%) = mj^ .

To obtain values of E and r for the different lines,
.X.

various combinations of these parameters were used, all

2yielding a reasonable x • Tne overall results of the data

evaluation are given in Table III. To determine the multi-

polarity of the different resonances, the experimentally

obtained form factors were plotted versus momentum transfer

and compared with the curves of theoretical form factors

calculated with the DWBA program of Tuan et al. (TuaW 68).

(See Figures 5 through 12.) This resulted in the designation

of one or more possible multipolarities for the individual
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resonances as well as the assignment of a strength.

Although isospin cannot be determined from electron

scattering, isoscalar and isovector character was assigned

to the stronger lines which were identifiable with main

shell transitions, based on microscopic and macroscopic

considerations

.

C . ERRORS

The errors in excitation energy and halfwidth are best

estimates from the minimum and maximum values of the para-

meters which would fit the spectrum while still yielding a

2
X of less than 1.0. The error in % EWSR given in the

text is based on the standard deviation of the average sum

rule exhaustion and is, therefore, more a measure for the

fit to a certain model than a measure for the total uncer-

tainty. The total error given in Table IV is based on the

maximum and minimum value of the areas under the curves

experienced through the fitting procedure.
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. GENERAL

The three spectra investigated in this work are shown

with and without background in Figures 1 to 3 . It has to

be noted that the background is fairly large in all cases,

but decreases as momentum transfer increases. All spectra

have very noticeable structure between 4 and 25 MeV. They

show less structure and considerable background sensitivity

beyond 25 MeV which causes some problem in resonance evalua-

tion in that region, as will be discussed later. After sub-

traction of the background, the variation of the individual

resonances with different momentum transfer can be seen.

The curve fitting results are given in Table III. The

multipolarities, half widths and strengths of the transitions

which could be determined with little doubt, are given in

Table IV. Figures 5 through 12 show the calculated form

factor versus momentum transfer along with the form factors

obtained experimentally in this work.

B. THE GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE

140
The elctric dipole mode for Ce has been accurately

measured by (y,n) scattering (LepB 76)-; see Figure 4. An

excitation energy Ev = 15.04 MeV, half width r = 4.41 MeV,

and a peak height P = 383 mb, corresponding to an integrated

cross section A =
J

• T • P = 2653 MeVmb , were obtained,
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from which a transition strength (B-value) of 4 3 fm
2

can

be derived (GorP 77). The various form factors calculated

by the DWBA program using the GT, SJ, and Myers-Swiatecki

model were then normalized to 43 fm .

A resonance was found at E = 15.3 ± 0.2 MeV (80 A~
ly/3

)

with r = 4.4 ± 0.2 MeV, believed to be the GDR. Comparing

the experimental results of this work, combined with those

of Pitthan (Pit 73) , with the theoretical form factors

mentioned above (Figure 6) , revealed that the resonance in

question was indeed compatible with the GDR, exhausting

167 ± 40% of the sum rule if the GT model was used. How-

ever, as can be seen from Figure 6, there is a difference

between the experimental variations of the form factor as a

function of q and the GT curve. Taking this difference and

plotting it versus q (Figure 7) f shows that an isoscalar

monopole transition (E0,AT = 0), exhausting approximately

44% of the EWSR, or an E2, could be lying under the GDR.

Similar findings have been presented by Richter (Ric 77) for

142 144
Nd and Sm, in which he has proposed ED transitions of

28% and 20% EWSR, respectively. Interpolating the calcula-

140
tions of Liu and Brown (LiuB 76) shows that for Ce

an isoscalar E0 should be expected at approximately 18 MeV

(34% EWSR)

.

Figure 6 also shows that in addition to not coinciding

with the GT model, the experimental form factors do not fit

the SJ model either. A possible explanation was proposed by

Myers et al. (MyeS 77), who state that the rigid fixed
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spherical cavity of the SJ modes imposes a harsh and unreal-

istic constraint on the motion of the nucleons. The droplet

model (MyeS 69), which explicitly identifies the energy

associated with displacing the surface of the neutron dis-

tribution from that of the proton distribution, permits a

more realistic calculation of the restoring force for the

GT mode than the "ad hoc" procedure used in the original

work. Myers et al. realized that a much more satisfactory

macroscopic description of the GDR results, in which the

GDR is found to be a superposition of GT and SJ modes, as

described previously under "nuclear models". For an atomic

mass number of 140, Myers et al. calculated the ratio of

the SJ component to the GT component to be 0.76 (see MyeS 77).

Again DWBA form factors were calculated using this model

and Figure 6 shows that the results agree well with the new

model, where the resonance exhausts 122 ± 12% EWSR. It,

therefore, remains unanswered whether an E0 transition really

exists under the El, or whether the models used thus far

are not adequate to describe the motion of the neutrons and

protons within the nucleus. If the Myers et al. fits to

the droplet mode are correct, their results might also

apply to higher order isovector transitions.

C. THE ISOSCALAR GIANT QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE

Figure 8 shows that the resonance found at E = 12.0 ± 0.2

MeV with T = 2.8 ± 0.2 MeV conforms to an E2 form factor
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curve. It dissipates 63 ± 17% EWSR assuming a pure

(c
tr

= 1.0 c) GT model. It was observed, however, that the

experimental form factors deviate in a consistent manner

from the GT curve. There are two possible explanations for

this deviation. First, it was assumed that a higher multi-

polarity was underlying the E2. By again taking the differ-

ences between the results and the theoretical E2 form factors

(the form factor obtained in the 50 MeV/93° experiment by

Pitthan (Pit 73) was assumed to coincide with the theoreti-

cal value for this purpose) , it was found that a higher

multipolarity , most likely an E3 (see Fig. 9) , may indeed

exist under the E2. This octupole transition exhausts

roughly 8% of the isovector EWSR. Secondly, by changing

the parameterized half density radius to c, = 0.95 c,

it was found that the theoretical form factors were in much

better agreement with those obtained experimentally. In

this case the E2 strength drops to 50 ± 5% EWSR.

Youngblood et al. (YouR 77) performed a-scattering

experiments on Sm and Pb and reported an isoscalar

-1/3
E2 state at 63 and 65 A ' MeV, respectively. The one

found in Sm had an excitation energy of 12.4 ± 0.4 MeV

(T = 2.6 ± 0.4 MeV, 85 ± 15% EWSR), thus coinciding with

the findings of the present work.

The excitation energy of the isoscalar E2 resonance

(62 A
-1

' 3
) is in good agreement with the calculations of

-1/3
Bohr and Mottelson (58 A '

) . Interpolation of the
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calculations of Liu and Brown shows a possible E2 transi-

tion at 12.0 MeV, exhausting approximately 65% of the iso-

scalar EWSR. The possibly underlying E3 has been predicted

by Bohr and Mottelson, but with a strength of only 2%.

From Liu and Brown an isovector E3 with a strength of 14%

can be expected in this region. Again, it is not possible

to answer the question whether the model fails or whether

the underlying transition really exists.

A second E2 transition (see Fig. 10) was found at

E = 10.0 ± 0.2 MeV (52 A~ 1/3 ) with r = 1.8 ± 0.2 MeV,

which exhausts 6.5 ± 1.5% of the isovector and 9.0 ± 2.0%

of the isoscalar EWSR. The isoscalar character seems to

be more likely due to the position of the resonance in the

spectrum, although from Liu and Brown an isovector E2 with

13% strength can be expected in this region. An isoscalar

E2 with 15% strength can be predicted at approximately 6 MeV

from Liu and Brown. However, the line in question may as

well be a monopole transition, since the form factors of

the E0 and E2 transitions are basically the same. An E0

assignment would result in a strength of 13% of the EWSR

(IS).

D. THE ISOVECTOR GIANT QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE

Figure 11 shows the experimental form factors of a

resonance found at E = 25.0 ± 0.6 MeV (T = 6.5 ± 0.5 MeV)

and an E2 GT form factor curve along with a mixed model

form factor curve, having equal contributions from GT and
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SJ transition densities. The mixed model was taken into

consideration here since the resonance found is believed

to be the isovector GQR. Myers et al. developed this model,

which was described earlier in detail, for the GDR, which

is_ an isovector transition. It can be seen from Figure 11

that the experimental results are in much better agreement

with the mixed model than with the GT model. The resonance

exhausts 41 ± 8% of the isovector EWSR in the mixed model

and 77 ± 25% in the GT model.

It was also considered that higher multipolarities might

be lying under this E2 transition. By fitting the GT

curve to the lower limit of the form factor from the 8

MeV/90° experiment, the difference between the curve and

the results was taken and plotted versus q (see Fig. 12)

.

From this graph an E3 or E4, or a mixutre of both, under

this E2 is a distinct possibility. In this case the GQR

exhausts roughly 55% of the isovector EWSR. The possible

E3 beneath dissipates 23% of the isoscalar and 16% of the

isovector octupole strength. One can expect a 14% strong

isovector E3 from Liu and Brown in this region.

The experimental form factor representing the 80 MeV/90°

experiment in Figure 11 (E = 25 MeV) demands some comment,

in particular some explanation of the behavior of the line

found at E =30.5 MeV. This resonance, which will be des-

cribed later in more detail, was found in the 92 MeV/90°

and 92 MeV/105° experiments, but not in the 80 MeV/90°
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spectrum. Since the statistics of the data generally

worsen at higher excitation energy due to the constant

dispersion of the magnetic spectrometer, it was assumed that

the resonance at E = 30.5 MeV might also be present in the

low q experiment, but that it could not be seen due to the

poor statistics. Thus the area the resonance should have

in the 80 MeV/90° experiment was calculated from the high q

results and the line was fitted into the 80 MeV/90° spectrum

by "freezing" its parameters. This had a remarkable influ-

ence on the neighboring resonances, as anticipated. It was

in particular the form factor of the isovector GQR which

increased by some 50%, thus allowing a much better fit of

an E2 form factor curve and making the E2 assignment for

the resonance in question consistent with investigations of

other nuclei, namely:
58

Ni (BeaK 77),
89

Y (PitB 77),

90
Zr (FukT 76),

142
Nd (Sch 76),

165
Ho (MooB 76),

181 Ta

(HicA 77),
197Au (PitB 74),

208Pb (PitB 74), and
238

U

(HouM 77) . There can thus be little doubt that the

resonance found is the isovector E2 transition. It is in

agreement with the predictions of Bohr and Mottelson and

also Liu and Brown, from whose calculations a possibly

split (AT = 1) resonance with 65% EWSR can be expected in

this region. An effort on our part to fit a split resonance,

144
as Richter (Ric 77) seems to have seen in Sm, was not

successful.
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E. THE GIANT OCTUPOLE RESONANCES

1. General

From shell model calculations there are four pre-

dicted E3 transitions (Ham 72) at 25 A ' 3
and 106 A~ 1//3 MeV

(isoscalar), and at 53 A~ '" and 195 A ' 3 MeV (isovector)

.

140
For Ce these resonances in terms of energy become 4.8,

20.4, 10.2, and 37.6 MeV respectively. Three of these could

-1/3
be located with little doubt in this work. The 53 A /

MeV transition is expected to be very weak and is probably

hidden under stronger resonances in this area of the spec-

trum, corresponding to the E3 transition which possibly

exists under the isoscalar GQR (E = 12 MeV) , as discussed

earlier.

2. The Isoscalar Giant Qctupole Resonances

The low lying isoscalar E3 transition is thought

-1/3
to be the resonance found at E =6.0 ±0.2 MeV (31 A )

with r = 1.7 ± 0.2 MeV (see Fig. 10), exhausting 19 ± 3%

of the isoscalar EWSR. This is in very good agreement with

the calculations of Bohr and Mottelson (BohM 75) and Hamamoto

(Ham 72). It also agrees with Liu and Brown (LiuB 76), who

allow one to expect an isoscalar E3 at 6 MeV, dissipating

18% of the isoscalar EWSR. Moss et al. (MosY 76) observed

-1/3
a giant resonance at Ex

~ 32 A / MeV in (a, a') spectra

in nuclei from
90

Zr to Sm and reported it to be an E3

state. The EWSR fraction ranged from 16 to 22% in that

experiment. Figure 10 shows that other transitions can be
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ruled out; however, some caution should be used since the

region in which this resonance was found might be distorted

by the "ghost peak", as previously described.

The line found at E = 22.0 ± 0.6 MeV with

r = 4.8 ± 0.3 MeV (see Fig. 11) was identified with the high

lying (3noj
o

) isoscalar GOR. It exhausts 19 ± 2% of the EWSR.

Other states (E2 and E4) cannot be ruled out completely

since the statistical errors for this resonance are fairly

large. The E3 character, though, is in good agreement with

Bohr and Mottelson, Hamamoto and Liu and Brown. Liu and

Brown calculate an E3 (AT = 0) transition which is to be

expected around 22 MeV, with a strength of roughly 40%.

This strength may be partly under the 25 MeV resonance.

3. The Isovector Giant Octupole Resonance

It was mentioned before that the low lying isovector

E3 transition could not be identified explicitly in the

spectra investigated.

The identity of the broad resonance found at

E = 37.5 ± 1.0 MeV was determined to be the 3 hoi isovector
x o

octupole transition. An E0, probably of isovector character,

cannot be ruled out, as will be explained later. Assuming

the transition to be an E3, it dissipates 75 ± 10% of the

isovector EWSR. Assuming an E0 (AT = 1) , it has a strength

of roughly 130%. Naturally, a mixture of E0 and E3 states

would also be possible.

The error flags in Figure 11 deserve some explana-

tion. The 92 MeV/90° and the first run of the 92 MeV/105°

experiment (it was run twice to ensure correctness of the
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data) showed scatter outside the statistics beyond

E = 43 MeV. It was therefore first attempted to fit

the 92 MeV/90° and the combined 92 MeV/X05° spectra from

4 to only 43 MeV excitation energy. Doing so, the form

factors of the resonance in question was compatible with

both EO and E3 transitions. Since it is known from experi-

ence that one should always attempt to measure and fit a

spectrum at least one to two half widths beyond the exci-

tation energy of the resonance in question, it was decided

to fit the 92 MeV/90° and only the second 92 MeV/105° spec-

trum to full range (48 MeV) . The results of these spectra

were then taken for the resonance at E = 37.5 MeV. Figure

11 shows only the results of the latter fit, while Figure 3

corresponds to the first one.

The assignment of an E3 transition to this resonance

is in excellent agreement with Bohr and Mottelson and

— 1/3
Hamamoto (195 A ' ), however their prediction of 97%

strength is higher than what was found in this work. From

Liu and Brown an E3 (AT = 1) can be expected at E
x

= 35 ± 6

MeV, exhausting 65% of the EWSR. They also calculate an

EO (AT = 1) state in the region between 2 8 and 4 MeV,

with 60% strength.

The 195 A
-1

' MeV resonance has been observed before

in
165

Ho (MooB 76),
181

Ta (HicA 77),
19?

Au (PitB 74),

208Pb (PitB 74) ,
238

U (HouM 77) , and has been identified

as a possible isovector octupole or monopole state in these

nuclei.
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F. OTHER RESONANCES

Three other resonances were found. The first was at

E
x

= 7.4 ± 0.2 MeV (38 A~1/3 ) with T = 1.45 ± 0.2 MeV (see

Fig. 10) . It was not possible to determine whether this

resonance is an E3, E4 or a state of even higher multi-

polarity. Considering it to be an E4 transition, it

exhausts some 5% of the isoscalar EWSR. As an E3 state, on

the other hand, it represents only 4% of the isoscalar

strength. An explanation as to why it was difficult to

determine the multipolarity is that the "ghost peak" lies

in the general vicinity of this resonance and affects the

ability to fit this line properly into the spectra.

At E =8.6 ±0.2 MeV a peak was found which had pre-

viously been seen by Pitthan (Pit 73) and had been identi-

fied as a magnetic dipole, Ml. Since the scattering angles

used in our experiments do not favor the evaluation of

magnetic transitions, no effort was made to investigate this

resonance.

Finally a line was found at E = 30.5 ± 1.0 MeV (1581 x

A
-1/ 3

) with T = 6.7 ± 0.8 MeV (see Fig. 11). It could

not be determined whether it is an E3 or E4 transition or

a mixture of both. As a hexadecapole transition it would

exhaust 86 ± 23% of the isoscalar EWSR, as an E3 state it

would dissipate 38 ± 4% and 27 ± 3% of the isoscalar and

isovector strength respectively. Hamamoto (Ham 72) pre-

dicts an E4 (AT = 0) state at approximately E
x

= 29 MeV
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(49% EWSR) and from Liu and Brown an isoscalar E4, exhausting

40% of the EWSR can be expected in the region between 19

and 40 MeV. It, therefore, seems possible that the peak

found is really a mixture of octupole and hexadecapole

transitions. The octupole state might be the same which

contributes to the rise of the isovector GQR at E =25 MeV

for high momentum transfer compared to the GT model.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The resonances at excitation energies of 52 A
-1/ 3 MeV

(E2, 9% EWSR) , 62 A
_1/3

MeV (E2, 63% EWSR) and 80 A~ 1/3 MeV

(El, 122% EWSR in the mixed model of Myers et al.) found by

Pitthan (Pit 73) , were verified in this work. In addition

new resonances were found at excitation energies of 31 A~ 1//3

MeV (E3, 19% EWSR), 38 A~ 1/3 MeV (E3 or E4 , 5% EWSR)

,

114 A" ' MeV (E3, 19% EWSR), 130 A~ 1/3 MeV (E2 , 41% EWSR

-1/3
in the mixed model), 158 A ' MeV (E3 or E4, 38 or 86%

-1/3
EWSR) and 195 A / MeV (E3, 75% EWSR). For all but two

of the transitions that were detected, determination of the

multipolarity could be made with little doubt. Further

investigation of the resonances with excitation energies

of 38 A and 158 A / MeV, however, is necessary.

In several cases it was impossible to determine whether

the models used were incorrect or whether there were other

states beneath the resonances being investigated. These

cases include the GDR, where our results suggested that

either the newly developed model by Myers et al. (MyeS 77)

is right or that an E0 state exists under the El. They

include further both the isoscalar and isovector GQR. In

the isoscalar case it could not be determined whether the

half density radius c
fc

= 0.95 c is correct in the Fermi

charge distribution for the excited state, or whether a

higher multipolarity underlies this transition. In the
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isovector case our results fitted the mixed model (GT + SJ)

form factor curve better than a GT curve and it could not be

decided whether the model proposed by Myers et al. is also

applicable for higher multipolarities than El, or whether

an E3 or E4 state exists under the line in question.

In all three spectra the region between 27 and 48 MeV

excitation energy must be treated with caution. Due to the

constant dispersion of the magnetic spectrometer, the sta-

tistics are poorer in this region compared to the region of

lower excitation energy. It was further realized that it

is very difficult to determine half widths and excitation

energies of resonances believed to exist in 27 to 4 8 MeV

region since individual peaks almost never appear in this

part of the raw spectra.

Finally, the comparison of our results with the calcu-

lations of Liu and Brown (LiuB 76) deserves some comment.

It must again be emphasized that the "predictions" of Liu

and Brown that were referred to were based on the interpo-

208 90
lation of their calculations for Pb and Zr. The

agreement between these "predictions" and the findings of

this work, however, are quite remarkable and suggests that

140
actual calculations on this basis should be made for -Ce.
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TABLE I. CALCULATIONS FROM LIU AND BROWN FOR 14
°Ce.

A T % Strength E
x (MeV)

34 19.0
55 21.0 - 27.0

1 9 11.0 - 21.0
1 15 21.0 - 27.5
1 50 27.5 - 37.0
1 15 37.0 - 49.0

1 1 43 15.0
1 1 36 18.0
1 1 15 23.0 - 35.0

2 15 6.0
2 65 12.0
2 10 17.0 - 27.0
2 1 13 0.0 - 23.0
2 1 35 24.0 - 26.0
2 1 29 28.0
2 1 20 32.0 - 50.0

3 18 6.0
3 7 10.0
3 12 12.0 - 18.0
3 39 22.0
3 13 28.0 - 37.0
3 1 3 0.0 - 13.0
3 1 14 13.0 - 28.0
3 1 65 28.0 - 43.0
3 1 15 43.0 - 60.0

4 26 0.0 - 18.0
4 40 18.0 - 40.0
4 ? 40.0
4 1 17 0.0 - 30.0
4 1 69 30.0 - 70.0

The calculations are interpolations of the results
90 20 8

for Zr and Pb of Liu and Brown (LiuB 76)
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TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

Spectrometer
Angle (Deg)

Machine
Energy (MeV)

Elastic
Energy (MeV)

Elastic Peak Elastic Area
Halfwidth (MeV) (counts/ycoul)

90
90

105

79.57
92.15
92.83

79.41
91.98
92.62

0.447 2551.3
0.529 1233.6
0.519 1110.0

Spectrometer Energy Range (MeV) Bremsstrahlung Schwinger
Elastic Inelastic Correction (%) Correction (%)

82.5 - 74.5
95.0 - 85.5
95.0 - 85.5

77.0 - 27.0
88.0 - 40.0
88.0 - 40.0

16.63
16.54
19.59

17.00
17.42
18.02

Elastic
Recoil

Effective Target
2

Thickness (gm/cm )

Elastic Momentum
Transfer (fm )

1.0006084
1.0007048
1.0008926

0.

0.

0.

1782
1782
2070

0.57
0.66
0.75

Target thickness for all three experiments: 126 mg/cm
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TABLE III. DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS

80 MeV/90 Degrees

Energy
(fm-l)

Multipolarity Form Factor B Value
(fm2A )

(MeV) (EA) Squared

6.0 0.549 3 2.87x10"^
4.53x10

"J?
1.09x10 .

4.75xl0~;
5.51x10"^
6.90x10"^
3.19x10""?
2.45x10

1.24x10;?
7.4 0.544 3, 4(?) 3.56x10^ (1)

10.0 0.536 2 5.88x10^
12.2 0.528 2 1.94x10,

3.51x10^
(2)

15.3 0.518 1 (3)
22.0 0.498 3 3.25x10^
25.0 0.489 2 9.38x10^

1.30x10
(4)

38.0 0.455 3

92 MeV/90 Degrees

6.0 0.639 3 3.06x10"^
5.53x10

\
4.88x10";?
3.54x10"^
3.50x10 Z

9.28x10 .

3.57x10^
1.61x10"^
3.15x10

1.30x10^
2.60x10^
4.38x10^

7.4 0.634 3, 4(?) (1)
10.0 0.626 2
12.0 0.619 2 2.13x10?

4.56x10^
3.71x10.!
1.23x10^
1.02x10,1
1.21xlO b

(2)
15.4 0.608 1 (3)
22.0 0.587 3

25.0 0.578 2 (4)
30.0 0.563 3, 4(?)
37.5 0.543 3

92 MeV/105 Degrees

6.0
7.4

10.0
12.0
15.4
22.0
25.0
31.5
38.0

0.722
0.717
0.707
0.699
0.686
0.661
0.650
0.627
0.607

3

3,4(7)
2

2

1

3

2

3,4(?)
3

2.69x10
5.29x10
1.83x10
1.66x10
1.82x10
9.42x10
2.45x10
1.62x10
3.24x10

-4
-5
-5
-4
-4
-5
-4
-4
-4

1.48x10;:
2.29x10^ (1)

3.84x10^
1.96x10:: (2)

4.17x10^ (3)

4

1

7

1

17x10"
06x10*
i4xio;: (4)

30xio;?
16x10

(1) Based on the assumption that it is an E4
(2) Using c = 0.95 c

(3) Using tne Myers-Swiatecki model with a = 0.76
(4) Using the Myers-Swiatecki model with a = 1.00
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TABLE VI. GIANT RESONANCES (Continued)

NOTES

:

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

i 2 4
[1] For the monopole the measured quantity is IM-.pl (fm )

[2] R = E B(EA)/EWSR(EA,AT)xlOO

[3] The error given is the standard deviation of the average
sum rule exhaustion and is, therefore, more a measure
for the fit to a certain model than a measure for the
total uncertainty.

[4] The total error is based on the maximum and minimum
values found for the areas under the curves during the
fitting procedure.

Using c, = 1.0c.

Using c. = 0.95c.

Using the Myers-Swiatecki (MS) model with a = 0.76.

Using the Goldhaber-Teller model.

Using the Myers-Swiatecki (MS) model with a = 1.0.

[10] Using the Goldhaber-Teller model.
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FIGURE 1. Inelastic Ce spectrum with and without

background.
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FIGURE 2. Inelastic Ce spectra with background.
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FIGURE 3. Inelastic Ce spectra without background.
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DWBA form factors for the resonance found at 15.3 MeV.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Spectrum of 92.1 MeV electrons scattered inelas-

140
tically from Ce at 90°. The spectrum with and without

the background is shown together so that the difference

between the two may be seen. The resonances which were used

for fitting the spectrum and the background as described in

the text are drawn. The "ghost peak" is subtracted from

both graphs. The spectrum was taken and fitted with 10

data points per MeV. For graphical purposes the number of

points for the spectrum was reduced by a factor of 4. The

fitting range was 4-48 MeV; the broken lines are drawn to

guide the eye. The statistical error is shown on selected

points. While the upper part has not been corrected for

the constant dispersion of the magnetic spectrometer and

thus shows the data points as measured, the subtracted

spectrum has been corrected, in order to show the cross

sections of the resonances in their true relation.

Figure 2. Spectra of 79.6 MeV electrons and 92.8 MeV elec-

140
trons scattered inelastically from Ce at 90° and 105°

respectively. The spectra were taken and fitted with 10

data points per MeV. For graphical purposes the number of

points was reduced by a factor of 4. The fitted range was

4-48 MeV; the statistical error is shown on selected points.
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Figure 3. Spectra of 79.6 MeV electrons and 92.8 MeV elec-

trons scattered inelastically from Ce at 90° and 105°

respectively. The fitted background (consisting of the

radiation tail and the general room background) and the

"ghost peak" as described in the text have been subtracted.

These two spectra are shown together so that the shrinkage

of smaller multipolarity transitions versus the growth of

higher multipolarity transitions may be seen. The relative

change in peak heights of the single resonances indicate

very clearly the various multipoles contributing. Note,

e.g., that the E2 cross sections fall off more than a factor

of 6 between the 80/90 and the 90/105 spectra.

140
Figure 4. The photon absorption cross section of Ce.

The data are from experiments conducted at Saclay (LepB 76)

.

Figure 5. Comparison of DWBA cross sections for El to E4

transitions divided by the Mott cross sections. The curves

are interpolations between calculations for the correct

energy and angle of the five measurements used, since the

data in this work and from Pitthan (Pit 73) vary greatly in

electron beam energy. The curves were normalized so that

the first maxima are equal. The program of Tuan et al.

(TuaW 68) was used with a transition charge density

P tr
(r) = N

x
r
A
dp

Q
(r)/dr .
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Figure 6. Comparison of the DWBA and experimental form factors

for the resonance found at 15.3 MeV. The experimental form

factors are compared to the Goldhaber-Teller , Steinwedel-

Jensen and Myers-Swiatecki models. The mixed model of Myers,

Swiatecki et al. (MyeS 77) , explained in the text, fits the

experimental data best. A mixture ratio, based on the drop-

let model, of 0.76 was used. The curves are not fitted to

the (e,e*) data, but to the photon measurement of Figure 4.

Figure 7. Comparison of the difference between the experi-

mental form factors and the Goldhaber-Teller model (see

Figure 6) and the DWBA form factors for the resonance found

at 15.3 MeV. The difference shows that the possibility of

an E0 transition with 45 ± 15% of the monopole isoscalar

sum rule lying beneath the dipole exists if the Goldhaber-

Teller model is assumed to be correct.

Figure 8. Comparison of the DWBA and experimental form

factors for the resonance found at 12.0 MeV. The Goldhaber-

Teller model for an E2 transition was fit to the experimental

data first using as the half density radius c, = c and

second as c = 0.95 c as explained in the text.

Figure 9. Comparison of the difference between the experimen-

tal form factor and the Goldhaber-Teller model DWBA form fac-

tor with c. = c (see Figure 8) for the resonance found at
tr

12.0 MeV. The difference shows that an E3 transition beneath

the E2 transition found at 12.0 MeV exists if the



Goldhaber-Teller model is assumed to be correct. An E4

transition lying beneath the resonance at 12.0 MeV may be

ruled out.

Figure 10. Comparison of the DWBA and experimental form

factors for the resonances found at 6.0, 7.4, and 10 MeV.

The Goldhaber-Teller model for an E3 transition fits the

experimental form factors of the 6.0 MeV resonance, while

an E2 or E4 assignment of form factors can clearly be ruled

out. The Goldhaber-Teller model for an E3 transition best

fits the experimental form factors for the resonance found

at 7.4 MeV; however, an E4 transition cannot be ruled out.

An E2 assignment of the form factor, though, can be clearly

ruled out. The Goldhaber-Teller model for an E2 (E0)

transition fits the experimental form factors of the resonance

found at 10.0 MeV. ' The assignment of an El or an E3

transition can be ruled out.

Figure 11. Comparison of the DWBA and experimental form

factors for the resonances found at 22.0, 25.0, 31.0 and

37.5 MeV. The Goldhaber-Teller model for an E3 transition

fits the experimental form factors of the resonance found at

22.0 MeV. An E2 or an E4 assignment of form factors can

be ruled out. Both the Goldhaber-Teller and the Myers-

Swiatecki E2 models were fit to the experimental form factors

for the resonances found at 25.0 MeV. The Myers-Swiatecki

model with a mixture ratio of 1.0 was found to fit the data



better than the Goldhaber-Teller model as explained in the

text. The assignment of an E3 transition can be clearly

ruled out. The experimental form factor of the resonance

found at 31.0 MeV fit the Goldhaber-Teller model for both

E3 and E4 transitions. An upper value could only be esti-

mated for the form factor obtained from the 80/90 experiment

as explained in the text. The assignment of an E2 transi-

tion can be clearly ruled out. The Goldhaber-Teller model

for an E3 transition fits the experimental form factors

for the resonance found at 37.5 MeV. An E2 assignment can

be clearly ruled out, but a sizeable E4 contribution seems

possible.

Figure 12. Comparison of the difference between the experi-

mental form factors and the Goldhaber-Teller model (see

Figure 11) and the DWBA form factor for the resonance found

at 25.0 MeV. The difference shows that the possibility of

an E3 or an E4 transition lying beneath the E2 transition

exists if the Goldhaber-Teller model is assumed to be correct

an
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